
strength of this land on whom there now rests (for there
is no other strong foundation) the hopes of a 11 peoples,
not merely English speaking peoples, for free existence .

The ceaseless roar of Broadway is only a sma11
part of the American scene and behind the pushing and
shoving of the Ntanhattan crowds are millions of good and
godly people, in quiet New England towns, on the rich
soil of the hiidwest, or in thousands of other places
where Americans are working hard and unselfishly to build
up a good society in a decent world . We other English
spea king peoples do not hear enough about them. They
are rarely on the screen, bef ore the television camera
or microphone ; hardly ever make the gossip columns or
the news digests .

- One way, ther,i, of strengthening our unity is to
resist vigorously the temptation, which occasionally
presents itself, to indulge in the somewhat nove], but
dangerous pastime of plucking the eagle's feathers . May
the eagle in its turn learn, as the lion learned lon g
ago when having its tail twisted, that this kind of
attention is (in one sense) merely a recognition of its
primacy among the birds and animals ; even among the
Canada geese and beavers ;

A penalty, of course, of this primacy and power
and great riches is often an inadequate appreciation by
others of the purposes behind the power and the uses to
which the riches are put . A leader must expect this•
must also realize that it is inevitable that the res~ of
us should be intensely preoccupied and even anxious over
everything that is said and done by the dominant partner .

How could it be otherwise when these actions
may determine, not only the destiny of her own citizens
who have at least direct responsibility for them, but also
that of friends and allies who cannot escape thé
consequences for good or ill of a governmental decision
in Washington, or even of a C.ongressional blast :

The British in their greatest Imperial days,
and they were far easier days than those of the mid-
twentieth century, learned that power did not normally
inspire affection . They learned also that when power
is used rightly, and rule is based on justice, they could
win respect . Possibly this is a better result to achieve .
As the editor of the NEW YORKER once said, "Don't try to
make your neighbour love you, It will only make him
uncomf ortable . Try to gain his respect" .

There is another aspect of contemporary national
and international life which has a bearing on English
speaking and, indeed, free world co-operation - our attitude
to the Communist conspiracy which, harnessed to the might
of Soviet Rus sia , is by far the greatest single menace to
peace in the world today ,

An unawareness of this danger, and slackness or
softness in regard to the necessary measures to meet it -
and I emphasize necessary - will undoubtedly be a source
of friction and division between f riends . Surely it is
possible for allies whose security depends on each other
far more than their insecurity can ever result f rom the
domestic machinations of Communists and fellow-travellers,


